In previous papers, the author has extended the Galois correspondences between difiPerential Picard-Vessiot extensions and algebraic matrix groups to Picard-Vessiot extensions of a wider class of fields with operators, the so-called M-fields. In this paper, M-field extensions which generalize extensions by integrals and by exponentials of integrals are studied.
These fields are found to be simple field extensions and their structure in the case that the extension is algebraic is investigated. Under suitable restrictions on the fields of constants, the M-Galois groups of these fields are shown to be commutative. Criteria are established for such solution fields to be P-V extensions of M-fields of difference and differential type. An extension obtained by a finite sequence of algebraic extensions, extensions by integrals, and extensions by exponentials of integrals, is called a generalized Liouville extension. It is demonstrated that if the connected component of the identity element in the ikf-Galois group of a regular P-V extension is a solvable group, then the P-V extension is a generalized Liouville extension, and if a P-V extension is contained in a generalized Liouville extension then the connected component of the identity element in the ikf-Galois group of the P-V extension is solvable.
1, Terminology and notation are briefly considered in § 2, and a preliminary result on the constants of an algebraic M-extension of an ΛΓ-field is obtained. The structure of solution fields analogous to extensions by integrals and criteria for the existence of P-V extensions of this type are determined in § 3, and a similar study of solution fields analogous to extensions by exponentials of integrals is made in § 4. In § 5, generalized Liouville extensions are defined, and solvability of the Galois group of a P-V extension is interpreted in terms of imbedding the extension in a generalized Liouville extension.
2Φ M-rings* The terminology and notaion of this paper are the same as in [6] and [7] . Let C be an associative, commutative coalgebra with identity over a ring W, which is freely generated as a "PΓ-module by a set M. If w -> w is a homomorphism of W into a ring S, let C inverse transfer of the basic ring to 5. If p is a homomorphism of a ring R into the algebra (C 8 )* = Hom# (C 8 , S); then for every me M there is a mapping a -> α p (m) of i? into S, which will also be denoted by m, and the set of these mappings will be called an M-system of mappings of R into S. Let m -• 2 % peM z mnp n 0 p, where me M, z mn p £ ^ an^ ^mwί > -0 except for a finite number of elements n and p in M, be the coproduct mapping of C into C® w C; if a,beR and me M, (a + b)m -am + δm and (ah)m -Σ w , pe ir £^(cm)(δp). An Mring is a ring together with an M-system of mappings of the ring into itself. An M-ring of difference type is an M-ring in which the M-system of mappings consists of homomorphisms, and an M-ring of differential type is an M-ring in which the M-system of mappings consists of the identity automorphism and higher derivations of rank one or greater.
An element c of an M-ring R is a constant if (ca) p -c-a p for every ae R. The following are equivalent:
(1) c is a constant of R, 
a a e L c for 0 ^ a g fc -1 and ώ is algebraic over L c . Let S'{M) be the free semi-group with identity generated by the set M. Operations by elements of S'(M) on an M-ring i? are defined as follows: the identity element of S'(M) operates on R as the identity automorphism of R, and any other element of S'(M) operates on R as the resultant of the operations on JB by its factors. If h is a positive integer, r lf r 2 
is the ring of polynomials over L in an indeterminate y, determined as an ikf-extension of L by setting ym = α m + (lm):?/ for every me M; there is a canonical ikί-homomorphism ^ of L[y] over L into K such that 2/ 17 = k. Let / be the kernel of η, and let f(y) be the monic polynomial which generates I, i.e., the minimal polynomial for k over L. Because I is an M-ideal, (f(y))m must be a multiple of /(#) and computation shows that (f(y))m= (lm)f{y) 9 for every meM. 
is less than the degree of f(y) and, therefore, cannot be positive. 
The converse is immediate from parts (iii) and (v) of Theorem (3.1) .
If L is an M-field of differential type and of characteristic zero such that L c is algebraically closed, Corollary (3.2) may be applied to establish the existence of P-V extensions by adjunction of integrals. Proof. Let L[y] and L(y) be as in Corollary (3.2) . The M-system of mappings on L[y] consists of isomorphisms and these can be extended to
Because of Corollary (3.2) , only the case when L is a field of charac- 
(y)'(g(y)Y h1^i '((g(y))D j y\ and (g(y))D j must be divisible by g(y). Consequently g(y) generates a proper prime M-ideal I in L[y], L[y]/I is an algebraic extension of L and, setting k -y + I, Lζky = L[y]/I is the desired
P-V extension of L.
4* Extensions by exponentials of integrals* (4.1) THEOREM. Let K, L, and L o be M-fields such that K is an M-extension of L and L is an M-extension of L Q , and assume there exists a nonzero ke K such that km = a m k, where a m e L o , for every me M. (i) L<#> is a solution field over L. (ii) If K e = Lζky c , then Lζtiy is invariant under M-automorphisms of K over L; and, if Lζky e -L c , then the M-Galois group of Lζky over L is commutative. (iii) As abstract fields, Lζky is a simple extension of L by adjunction of the element k. (iv) Lζk> e = L c if, and only if, L{k} c = L c . (v) If k is algebraic over L and L(ky e = L c , then k is a root of an irreducible polynomial over L of the form x h + b, where h is a positive integer, b Φ 0 and (6m)&~1 e L o for every me M. (vi) If Lζky is a P-V extension, such an extension is unique.
Proof. (i) It is easily verified that Lζky is a solution field over L with fundamental set consisting of k.
(
ii) An M-isomorphism φ of Lζky into K is completely determined by its action on k, and k{{kφ)m) = k{(km)φ) = k((ajc)φ) -(a m k)-(kφ) -(kφ)-(km) for every meM.
Therefore {kφ)k~ιeK c or kφ = ck for some nonzero constant c. If . Let i be a positive integer not greater than the rank of {£>*} and assume that (g{y))D» is a multiple of g(y) for 0 ^ a < i. Then 0 = {f(y))D i which is equal to a sum of terms divisible by (g(y) ) h plus the term hq(y) '(g(y)) h~κ ((g(y) ) (L) .
Moreover, L is algebraically closed in K. Indeed, if k e K is algebraic over L, then A κ {Lζky) is an algebraic subgroup of finite index in H since the left cosets of H mod A κ (L(ky) are in one-to-one correspondence with the distinct images of k under the automorphisms in H. Because H is connected, A κ {L(ky) -H and ke L. In connection with this theorem, it should be noted that 
U, yielding an isomorphism of
The remaining assertion is immediate. is irreducible, hence connected, since L c is algebraically closed. Therefore H is mapped into the connected component of the identity element in A κ(κ > e) (L(K!)) f and it will suffice to prove the theorem under the assumptions that K is merely a solution field over 1) and (4.1) . Therefore, A κ (L^by) is an invariant subgroup of A K (L) and the factor group, which is isomorphic to a subgroup of A L<b> (L) , is commutative. L x is an algebraic extension of Lζby and, by a preceding argument, the connected component of the identity element in A κ (Lζby) is canonically isomorphic to a subgroup of the connected component of the identity element in A κ{k y{L^) and is solvable. Therefore H, the connected component of the identity element in A K (L) , is solvable by Lemma (4.9) of [3] .
